
CMLL – being the traditionalists they are – limit the number 
of non-title, non-qpuesta, non-lightning (10-minute 
time limit, one fall matches) matches that they run in an 
attempt to provide those other singles encounters with 
a sense of specialness. When the promotion does run 
straight “no stakes” singles matches on television – usually 
billed as mano a mano – they are rarely memorable. 
It could be argued that they are not supposed to be 
memorable. Mask matches, hair matches, tournament 
finals and title matches are the matches that are built to 
and positioned as draws. The occasional mano a mano 
is usually a device to build to one of those matches or 
perhaps even to be nothing more than a time-filler. In 
wrestling, of course, there are always exceptions and the 
situation with “mano a mano” matches in CMLL is no 
different. Negro Casas and Maximo’s January 11th Arena 
Mexico match is one of those exceptions. High stakes or 
not, this was a simple and incredibly effective match.

As soon as the bell rang for to begin the first fall, 
Negro Casas honed in on Maximo’s knee. Casas’s 
knee attack was old school and basic, while at the same 
time, brutal and effective. Casas went all Ric Flair while 
attacking the knee, only I am not sure that even Flair 
had many knee attacks that were as focused as this one. 
Casas delivered stiff kicks and stomps to the knee. He 
chopped Maximo’s legs out from underneath of him. 
He pulled out a Flair-like knee breaker. He was all 
over the knee from the get-go and it was beautiful.

When people praise a modern match for being great 
in its simplicity, a match like Casas vs. Maximo is what 
I envision. The first fall consists entirely of Casas going 
after the knee with the basic offense mentioned above, 
as well as the occasional and relatively basic submission. 
Maximo hobbles around on one leg like only he can. All 
the while, a Sunday Arena Mexico crowd whose attention 
can be difficult to keep sometimes was glued on the 
action. Casas’ taunting of Maximo’s limp was just mean. 
I would have wanted to slap the smirk right off of his 

face if his smug act wasn’t so darn entertaining. Casas 
forced Maximo to submit to an STF to win the first fall.

He was right back on the attack in the second fall. 
A dragon screw leg whip while Maximo was stepping 
through the ropes is about as big time of a move as Casas 
pulled out during the entire match. Maximo avoided Casas 
whenever possible while doing his best wounded animal 
routine. He ducked and dodged hoping for an opening to 
present itself. Maximo finally got one a few minutes into 
the second fall. He took advantage of the opening by laying 
in a few good-looking clotheslines while still hobbling 
on one leg. It was his first real offense of the match so it 
didn’t keep Casas for down for very long. However, the 
knockdowns at least placed Casas a bit on the defensive. 
Maximo was able to dodge a couple more moves, duck 
under, and roll Casas up for a quick 3-count to even the 
score. Creating the necessary space from the leg attack 
was key in Maximo getting the equalizing pinfall. 

In between the 2nd and 3rd fall, the crack CMLL medical 
staff arrived at ringside to check on poor Maximo and 
his hobbled leg. The doctor (or at least a white lab coat 
wearing man claiming to be a doctor) got right to work by 
applying that patented all-curing spray that only ringside 
doctors at pro wrestling shows seem to be able to get a 
hold of. The next remedy used was knee wrap, which at 
the very least passes the smell test in terms of possibly 
being a legitimate medical treatment for a sprained 
knee. All the while, Casas was hamming it up in front of 
the crowd and loving every minute of Maximo’s pain.

Casas tired of waiting and dropped a high leg drop down 
across Maximo’s injured leg. Despite Casas’ involvement, 
the doctor continued to work on the leg (what can you say? 
The guy’s a pro . . .) but by that point Casas was beyond 
the point of patience. He bailed to the outside, jawed 
with the doctor, and then un-wrapped his own wrist tape. 
Casas used the tape to choke Maximo. It was at this point 
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the doctor finally gave up on tending to Maximo and left 
him alone for the match to continue – ready or not.3

Maximo has historically been booked and defined 
by his heart. By definition, exoticos are not going to be 
presented as the toughest or most dangerous of wrestlers. 
Maximo has the added disadvantages of not being very tall 
and while a very solid all-around wrestler, he is devoid of 
any standout tool. His heart – fighting back, not giving 
up – is his biggest attribute. Once the doctor left, Maximo 
got to his feet and pumped himself up, looking like he 
was half ready to cry and half ready to murder Casas. 
He started to move much better on the leg as well.

Maximo fired himself up and didn’t limp as much in the 
third fall. However, that does not meanthat he rendered 
the earlier portions of the match useless or insignificant. 
Part of the reason for that is there is still much evidence 
of Maximo’s injury during the final fall, even if it is not the 
obvious limping variety. That half upset and half furious 
expression stayed with him for the duration. When Casas 
went back to the knee with dropkicks, they caused Maximo 
to crumble to the mat. When Casas caught him in a leg 
submission, Maximo would struggle mightily and free 
himself as quickly as possible. He avoids and dodges Casas’ 
constant attempts to hook on the La Magistral cradle with 
the fervor of someone who understands he is wounded 
and thus has little room for error. Just because Maximo 
does not spend the entirety of the match limping around 
the ring like he is Art Carney in no way renders the first 
two falls irrelevant. Chalk it up to the time out in between 
the falls, Maximo’s determined spirit, or the medical 
treatment received (okay, maybe that one is a stretch . . 
.) but in no way is there a selling issue to be found here.

The La Magistral teases are brilliant. There is a tangible 
sense of urgency in Maximo’s attempts to avoid getting 

3  The concept of restarting a match after a fall or round regardless of the 
condition of the injured babyface as a way of building heat is best exemplified in 
World of Sport matches. Once the seconds were instructed to the exit the ring in, 
the next round immediately began regardless of how ready the wrestlers were.

caught in that particular pinning predicament. They build 
it in such a way that leaves no doubt in the viewer’s mind 
that if Maximo is caught in the hold, the match is over. 
Maximo mannerisms in avoiding the hold show that he 
is fully aware of that as well. Someone who is blissfully 
unaware that the La Magistral is Casas’ signature hold 
would be able to determine – simply by watching this 
third fall – that the move is not to be messed with.

Maximo used his kiss twice as key spots. The first 
kiss led to his first period of sustained offense. The 
second one led directly to the finish. After the failed 
La Magistral attempts, Casas retained control of the 
match and still seemed to be heading towards certain 
victory. The 55 year old legend (Casas celebrated his 
birthday just one day before this match) set his sights on 
the top rope for a high risk move. Maximo desperately 
lunged at Casas and tries to pull him in for a kiss. There 
is a struggle before Maximo awkwardly planted one 
on Casas’ cheeks. This isn’t Maximo pulling out usual 
mid-match comedy; it is a right in-line with the way 
Maximo wrestled the 2nd and 3rd falls. He is hurt and 
looking for any way to slow down Casas’ momentum.

Casas shoved Maximo off after the kiss and finally 
made it to the top turnbuckle. However, Maximo bought 
himself just enough time and space. As soon as Casas 
reached the top, Maximo leapt up to join him and brought 
him crashing down hard to the mat with his signature top 
rope arm drag. The move has enough impact to allow 
Maximo to score the pin and the big upset victory.

This is a tremendously well-executed match built 
around the most simple of wrestling premises – the 
injured leg. Both guys looked great in this match. In 
some respects, the match is reminiscent of a great 
1992-era WCW television match in its simplicity, pace, 
and overall effectiveness. In addition, the match serves 
as another reminder – as if anyone really needs another 
reminder – of the continued greatness of Negro Casas.


